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Reduce the Time to Find Design Errors from Hours to Minutes
FPGAXpose decreases the number of debug place and routes, thereby radically reducing the time required to debug a design and
increasing your ability to meet project deadlines.
Reduce FPGA Resource Usage
FPGAXpose requires no cores to be added and provides visibility to all registers and IOBs, enabling engineers to reduce the FPGA
area that is used for debug logic.
Users familiar with ChipScope will welcome the ability to extend its visibility. FPGAXpose works with ChipScope Pro and allows an
engineer to probe signals for any register within the FPGA, without rerunning place and route or reconfiguring the FPGA.
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Use FPGAXpose on its Own
The registers and memory elements can be viewed at an instant in time. This is
particularly useful for detecting initialization errors and localizing the problem.
No ChipScope or FPGAXpose cores are required for this.
Use ChipScope
If the ChipScope cores are present, it can be used in the usual manner to identify
the problem.

Use FPGAXpose and ChipScope Together
Using both tools together provides much greater visibility than is available with
ChipScope alone, providing access to all registers without the need to recompile or
reconfigure.

..... In Conclusion, Spend Less Time Waiting for Place & Routes
FPGAXpose reduces the number of place and routes required to find errors. This
saves you time and takes the pain out of the runtime debug procedure.

Features
Access to all IOBs, registers and memory elements at any instant
Easy to use graphical interface
Fast response times as partial readback is used
Interactive debug with reduced turnaround times
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System Overview
The FPGAXpose Viewer runs on the same PC as the
ChipScope Pro Analyzer and shares the same JTAG
connection.
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The Design Flow
To start benefiting from FPGAXpose, you need to create a logic allocation file, which is created by changing your ISE options or
adding “-l” to your bitgen command line parameters. Once this is created, open it from the FPGAXpose Viewer and connect to the
FPGA .

Sandbyte FPGAXpose 1.4 Supported Systems
Platforms

Windows XP
Windows 2000

ChipScope Versions

10.1i
9.2i

JTAG Cable

Platform USB
Parallel IV
Parallel III
MultiPro
Virtex 5
Virtex 4
Virtex 2 Pro
Virtex 2
Spartan 3

Devices

About the Technology
FPGAXpose uses the Xilinx Capture and
Readback technologies. Capture is a Xilinx
technology that allows all design registers in an
FPGA to be sampled. Readback provides the
ability to extract this sampled data via a JTAG
connection. FPGAXpose allows you to harness
these powerful debug technologies. Users can
probe any FPGA register without the need to
re-run place and route.

ChipScope Pro must be installed, but need not be running, in order to connect
to the FPGA.
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